Meeting Management,
Visitor Management and
Indoor Wayfinding for the
modern workplace

Meetings are a necessary part
of business life; the amount of
time spent arranging them isn’t.
The AskCody Platform is an integrated
meeting booking tool in the familiar Office
365 Outlook or Outlook interface that
helps decrease time spent to planning and
keep employees productive and on task.
Our platform optimizes resources and
reduces interruptions when it comes to
meetings, creating a more convenient, and
more productive, modern workplace.
We make better use of office spaces while
helping business owners take smarter
decisions to maximize utilization of today's
modern workplace.

Integrates with leading calendar systems

Get to know more at www.goaskcody.com
Office 365, Exchange 2010 or newer.

For many companies, a flexible workplace environment
with the right management tools is vital to their future
success. Anything that helps people to book and manage
hot desks, huddle rooms, meeting pods or conference
rooms efficiently and with a constant overview could
save thousands per day and enhance productivity immediately.
AskCody is the best way to book and manage your meeting
rooms and all associated services and activities. The platform is
intelligent, easy to use and comprehensive. Our fully integrated
solution with Microsoft Outlook, Exchange and Office 365 will
help you maximize workspace usage, efficiency, and collaboration, while providing all the intelligence you need to adapt to
changing usage patterns to maximize use of your workspace.
Boost your organization's meeting booking productivity and room efficiency with AskCody
With AskCody you give your Outlook Calendar the tool it
needs to let you schedule, book and manage meetings without
worrying about finding that special room that fits your needs.
No matter how you organize your desks, meeting rooms or
huddle areas, our software can manage them, optimize usage,
and reduce your real estate cost. We help companies build a
more dynamic and flexible workspace by visualizing, analyzing
and understanding the organization's utilization and provide
you with efficiency dashboards and insights. The simple,
seamless and user-friendly interface integrated with Outlook
and Office 365, makes it simple and intuitive for anyone to use,

while management reports give facilities managers all the
decision-making data they need.
The service providers (Catering or Facilities Management)
have access to a cloud portal where all orders, deliveries,
items, prices, categories, lists, and reports are available, and
from where all requests can be managed and handled. The
solution is extremely flexible and can be configured to fit and
match your requirements regarding business processes, rules
and logics, including booking deadlines and manual/automatic accepting/rejecting orders.
Add Meeting Room Displays or Interactive Floorplans
to the platform too
AskCody Meeting Room Displays or floorplan solution is the
easiest way to find a book a workspace or meeting room. We
can help people search for and book space, avoid booking
conflicts, manage no-shows and ghost meetings while
maximizing meeting room utilization and improve the face of
your meeting space. This helps companies to increase
operational efficiency, enables people to meet more effortless,
assist them to collaborate with ease, and improves company
identity.
The platform from AskCody is designed to integrate with a
company’s Outlook or Office 365. Users spent 30% of their
work-week inside Outlook. With AskCody for Outlook and
Office 365, users can ditch 3rd party applications and context
switch into others platforms that interrupt workflows, and
instead manage anything related to meeting booking and
management inside Outlook.

Included features in the AskCody Suite
•

Meeting Room Booking and Management tools for
employees and organizations for Outlook and Office 365,
including Meeting Room Displays

Wayfinding solutions that provide a great overview,
help people find their way indoors and search for room
to collaborate with ease

Visitor Management and check-in tools for managing
and welcoming guests in the reception

Data-driven Analytics and Insights to measure
your building's and workplace performance

About AskCody
Integrates with leading calendar systems:

Office 365, Exchange 2010 or newer.

Our mission is to empower people to work smarter, enhance
work-life productivity and collaborate with ease, while at the same
time enable organizations to get the most out of resources,
transform and automate processes, optimize the workspace experience, and take data-driven decisions about their workplace.

